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INTRODUCTION
Dominion Energy South Carolina, Inc. (DESC), formerly South Carolina Electric and Gas Company
(DESC), plans to complete a Stakeholder-developed Modified Removal Action (MRA) to address the
occurrence of a tar-like material (TLM) that is commingled with sediment along the eastern shoreline of
the Congaree River, just south of the Gervais Street Bridge in Columbia, South Carolina. The project
area location is shown on Figure 1. The TLM is believed to be a coal tar material that originated from the
Huger Street former manufactured gas plant (MGP) site, located approximately 1,000 feet to the
northeast of the project area. The proposed work is being performed by DESC at the direction of South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) and is subject to permits and
approvals from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and other agencies. The USACE approval
for this project is provided in Appendix A.
The overall objective of this project is to remove impacted sediment from the Congaree River within two
areas. The plan is to construct temporary cofferdams around each area to facilitate removal of the
impacted sediment. The temporary cofferdams will be constructed sequentially and the MRA will occur
over several years. The construction and active remediation season will occur from approximately May
through October of each year. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed cofferdam locations. After each
cofferdam is constructed, the isolated area will be dewatered and the impacted sediment removed and
transported off-site for disposal. Following completion of the removal activities in Area 1, the cofferdam
will be removed and a cofferdam will be constructed around Area 2. After the removal activities are
completed in Area 2, the cofferdam materials will be removed from the river.
DESC intends to complete the project with as minimal of an impact on navigation and recreational use of
the Congaree River as possible. This Plan was developed based on the guidelines provided in the “U.S.
Coast Guard Aids to Navigation System” publication and is a supplement to the U.S. Coast Guard
(USCG) Private Aids to Navigation Application. DESC will consult with the USCG District Seven Aids to
Navigation and Waterways Management Office as necessary, and will complete the required notifications
and installation of appropriate navigational aids and safety measures as specified in this Plan or directed
by the USCG during implementation of the project. The proposed Notice to Navigation Interests and
example navigational aid specifications are provided in Appendix B and C, respectively.

NAVIGATION WITHIN THE PROJECT AREA
The USACE Charleston District completed a Navigability Study of the Congaree River Basin in 1977.
Excerpts from this study are provided in Appendix D. This document classifies the Congaree River as
“navigable waters of the U.S. from its confluence with the Wateree River (R.M. [River Mile] 125.3) to the
Gervais Street Bridge, U.S. 378 (R.M. 175.9).” As a result, the MRA area is located at the extreme
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upriver limit of the classified navigable waters (Figure 2). This study provides historical documentation of
significant use of the Congaree River for navigation and commerce, especially during the time frame
when the Columbia Canal was operational. However, the study states that use of the river for interstate
commerce has not occurred since the 1950s due to the utilization of other forms of transportation.
Current conditions within the Congaree River and the project area are similar to those described in the
1977 study. The river in the vicinity of the Gervais Street Bridge is shallow and rocky with highly variable
flow rates that preclude the operation of large watercraft. In fact, it was necessary to utilize multiple forms
of small watercraft that ranged in size from a pontoon boat to a canoe to complete the sediment
investigative activities within the project area. In some instances, areas were investigated by wading due
to the shallow and rocky nature of the river bottom. In other areas, where sufficient water depth was
present to allow for the small pontoon boat to operate, the flow rate of the river was too swift to permit
safe operation of the watercraft.
Currently, only small personal watercraft such as inner tubes, kayaks, canoes and occasionally a small
motorboat are seen operating in the vicinity of the Gervais Street Bridge and the project area. Wading for
the purpose of fishing or swimming also occurs in this area.
Potential Impacts to Navigation
As seen on Figure 2, cofferdams will be constructed around Areas 1 and 2 to isolate the areas for
dewatering and sediment removal. The actual project area is relatively small in comparison to the overall
width of the river and more than half of the river’s width will be available for continued navigation or other
activities. The maximum width of the area within the river to be isolated by the cofferdams is
approximately 280 feet in Area 1 and approximately 190 feet wide in Area 2, while the entire river width
ranges from approximately 650 to 800 feet in the project area.
The aerial photograph in Figure 3 shows the open water area west of the proposed cofferdams, and the
approximate navigation route is highlighted by the arrows. Watercraft of the type typically utilized in this
area of the river will be able to continue unobstructed use of the resource during completion of the project
by following this general route.
Due to safety requirements, landside support zone activities and MRA activities within the river, access by
the general public to the Congaree River via the Senate Street Extension (Figure 3) must be restricted
during implementation of the project. This area has been utilized as a boat launch and fishing area due to
the access provided by the asphalt and gravel road (which is private property) and the gentle slope to the
river’s edge. Access restrictions in this area should not affect the general public access to the river since
this is private property. DESC plans to secure the area with fencing to establish the landside operations.
Options for the general public to launch small watercraft and access the river include the Three Rivers
Greenway located directly across the river from the project area (Figure 3) and a public boat ramp located
approximately 1.8 miles downstream of the Blossom Street Bridge.
Overall, no significant impacts to navigation of small watercraft and use of the river for recreational
purposes are expected during completion of the project. As Figure 3 illustrates, more than half of the
river’s width will be available for use by the general public at all times. Restrictions to river access at the
private access point on the east side will be mitigated by the access points located directly across the
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river at the Three Rivers Greenway and public boat ramp located downstream. Safety measures that will
be installed and maintained to ensure safe navigation around the project area are described below.
SAFETY MEASURES (PRIVATE AIDS TO NAVIGATION)
The safety measures (private aids to navigation) and details listed below are provided to illustrate the
current plan and will be modified as necessary to obtain USCG approval of the project. The three main
objectives of the safety measures are:
1. Provide boaters and other users of the river with advance notice of the construction site and the
need to take appropriate measures to avoid the cofferdam structure;
2. Demarcate the area to be avoided; and
3. Alert boaters and other users of the river that the cofferdam structure, isolated area (sediment
removal area) and landside support zone are restricted areas and off limits to non-project related
personnel.
These objectives will be accomplished by publication of a “Notice to Navigation Interests” (Notice) prior to
initiation of the project. This Notice will provide specific details pertaining to the project area and the
navigational requirements. A draft Notice is provided as Appendix B.
In addition, strategic placement of warning and restricted access signs, solar powered lights and
regulatory buoys (Figures 4 and 5) will provide real-time notification to boaters as they enter and make
their way through the project area from either direction. Table 1 provides a summary of the required
quantities of aids to navigation as well as recommended manufacturer identification and model numbers.
Proposed alternative aids to navigation that meet or exceed the criteria below will also be considered.
The warning signs will be placed up and down river and the sign locations will be determined in the field
based on existing conditions. The signs will be located in areas that are readily visible to river users. The
warning signs will be relatively large (approximately 4 feet by 4 feet) and state “Warning - River
Construction Zone Ahead”. The signs placed in the river will be properly secured (e.g., bolted to metal
posts and attached to a weighted base and secured in-place with concrete blocks or large boulders).
The signs will be placed in the river, on the cofferdam and along the shoreline, and will be placed at an
appropriate height (i.e., eye level, or approximately 3 to 5 feet above the water or land surface). For
boaters, the elevation of the signs will be based on average river flows when most recreational boating
activity is expected to occur. The average river elevation is approximately 116.5 feet (NGVD 29) which
equates to an approximate sign elevation of 120 feet (NGVD 29). During completion of the investigative
activities, it was observed that river elevations above approximately 117 feet (NGVD 29) produced flows
that were not conducive to the safe operation of small watercraft within the project area. As a result, the
120 feet elevation will place the signs above the water level at flows where most recreational boating and
use of the river is expected to take place. For the landside sign installations, eye level or approximately 5
feet above the surface elevation will be used to establish the correct position of the sign.
The USCG Aids to Navigation System specifies the use of an information or regulatory buoy (white with
an orange band) to designate areas that should be avoided by watercraft. For this project, the buoys will
also be marked with a danger symbol that specifies the presence of the dam. Example specifications of
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this type of buoy and markings are provided in Appendix C. The approximate locations for buoy moorings
are shown on Figures 4 and 5 for Areas 1 and 2, respectively. Generally, the buoys will be properly
secured approximately 5 to 10 feet away from the outboard toe of the cofferdam slope and alert river
users to the presence of the dam. The buoys will direct both downstream and upstream traffic away from
the cofferdam structure. They will be relocated as necessary as the project progresses.
Marine-application lights will also be positioned slightly above the top of the cofferdam to help identify the
perimeter of the structure in the unlikely event that boating traffic is in the area during nighttime or low
light conditions. As part of the aids to navigation, solar powered, LED lights will be placed on each corner
(or bend) and midpoint of each leg of the cofferdam. The lights will have a standard flash rate of 60
flashes per minute (FPM) and will be visible for one mile, under clear conditions. The lights will be
secured on posts and positioned on the outboard side of the cofferdam with the elevation set
approximately two feet above the crest elevation of the cofferdam. This height was selected to provide
optimum visibility from the waterside of the cofferdam, while attempting to minimize any potential adverse
impacts to the inhabitants of the residential condominiums located on Gist Street. Nine (9) lights are
currently planned for the Area 1 cofferdam and six (6) lights are planned for the Area 2 cofferdam. An
example of solar powered nautical lights is provided in Appendix C. The operating period for lights is
between sunset and sunrise.
“Restricted Area” signs will be positioned at regular intervals along the cofferdam structure to alert river
users of the need to stay away from the cofferdam. No unauthorized access to or on the cofferdam
structure will be permitted.
Project personnel will conduct regular inspections of the buoys, lights and signs to ensure that they are
still visible, in the correct locations, securely moored in place and operating properly. The minimum
inspection frequency will be once per week or as soon as possible following high water/high river flow
events. Any issues identified during the inspections will be corrected as soon as possible.
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Summary of Aids to Navigation
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TABLES AND FIGURES

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION
Congaree River Sediments
Columbia, South Carolina
Quantity
9 - Area 1
6 - Area 2

6

9 - Area 1
6 - Area 2

Description
Regulatory buoys ABS type 9" diameter or
equivalent, with required anchors and mandatory
restricted area symbol, "Dam"
48" x 48" flourescent/reflective signs "Warning River
Construction Zone Ahead" black message on white
reflective background with orange border
Solar lights (LEDs), clear, to be positioned on each
"corner" of construction area, 60 FPM (flashes per
minute) mounted on 4" x 4" treated posts or
equivalent

Model No.

Manufacturer

B1147R

Roylan

B2211

Roylan

One mile
#101 Series

Roylan

Notes:
1. Signs, buoys and lights will be deployed during each phase of the project.
2. Proposed alternative aids to navigation that meet or exceed criteria listed in 33 CFR 66 are acceptable.

Table 1 - Summary of aids to navigation

8/19/2020

APPENDIX A
USACE Project Approval (To Be Included After Receipt)

APPENDIX B
Notice to Navigation Interests

DRAFT
NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS
CONGAREE RIVER MODIFED REMOVAL ACTION
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Overview
Dominion Energy South Carolina, Inc. (DESC), formerly South Carolina Electric and Gas Company
(DESC), plans to complete a Stakeholder-developed Modified Removal Action (MRA) to address the
occurrence of a tar-like material (TLM) that is commingled with sediment along the eastern shoreline of
the Congaree River, just south of the Gervais Street Bridge in Columbia, South Carolina. The project
area location is shown on Figure 1. The TLM is believed to be a coal tar material that originated from the
Huger Street former manufactured gas plant (MGP) site, located approximately 1,000 feet to the
northeast of the project area. The proposed work is being performed by DESC at the direction of South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) and is subject to permits and
approvals from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and other agencies.
The overall objective of this project is to remove impacted sediment from the Congaree River within two
areas. The plan is to construct temporary cofferdams around each area to facilitate removal of the
impacted sediment. The temporary cofferdams will be constructed sequentially and the MRA will occur
over several years. The construction and active remediation season will occur from approximately May
through October of each year. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed cofferdam locations. After each
cofferdam is constructed, the isolated area will be dewatered and the impacted sediment removed and
transported off-site for disposal. Following completion of the removal activities in Area 1, the cofferdam
will be removed and a cofferdam will be constructed around Area 2. After removal activities are
completed in Area 2, the cofferdam materials will be removed from the river.
The actual project area is relatively small in comparison to the overall width of the river and more than
half of the river’s width will be available for continued navigation or other activities. Figure 2 shows the
planned restricted areas and the area that will remain available for navigation during completion of
project. Figures 3 and 4 provide illustrations of the planned Area 1 cofferdam and show the river portion
available for continued navigation during this phase. Because Area 2 is smaller than Area 1, the
cofferdam will have a similar appearance although smaller and not extending as far into the river.
Navigation Signage, Lighting and Signals
Prior to initiation of cofferdam construction activities, warning signs will be placed upriver and downriver of
the cofferdam location. The final locations of the signs will be determined in the field based on existing
conditions. The signs will be located in areas that are readily visible from the water. The warning signs
will be approximately 4 feet by 4 feet and state “Warning - River Construction Zone Ahead”. The signs
will be bolted to metal posts and attached to a weighted base and secured in-place with concrete blocks
or boulders.
Information buoys (white with a orange band) will be placed approximately 5 to 10 feet away from the
outboard toe of the cofferdam as an aid to alert river users to the presence of the rock dam. The buoys
will be marked with a danger symbol that specifies the presence of the dam. The buoys will direct both
downstream and upstream traffic away from the cofferdam structure. They will be relocated as necessary
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as the project progresses. Figures 3 and 4 provide illustrations of the planned cofferdam buoy and
lighting scenario using Area 1 as an example.
Marine-application lights will also be positioned slightly above the top of the cofferdam to help identify the
perimeter of the structure in the unlikely event that boating traffic is in the area during nighttime or low
light conditions. As part of the aids to navigation, solar powered, LED lights will be placed on each corner
(or bend) and midpoint of each leg of the cofferdam. The lights will have a standard flash rate of 60
flashes per minute (FPM) and will be visible for one mile, under clear conditions. The lights will be
positioned on the outboard side of the cofferdam with the elevation set approximately two feet above the
crest elevation of the cofferdam. Nine (9) lights are currently planned for the Area 1 cofferdam and six (6)
lights are planned for the Area 2 cofferdam. The operating period for lights is between sunset and
sunrise.
“Restricted Area” signs will be positioned at regular intervals along the cofferdam structure to alert river
users of the need to stay away from the cofferdam. No unauthorized access to or on the cofferdam
structure will be permitted. Users of the river are advised to remain a safe distance from the project area
at all times and to obey all navigation aids and instructions.
List of Figures
Figure 1

Site Location Map

Figure 2

Planned Removal Areas and Cofferdam Locations

Figure 3

Area 1 Cofferdam Illustration (1 of 2)

Figure 4

Area 1 Cofferdam Illustration (1 of 2)
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APPENDIX C
Example Navigational Aid Specifications

Regulatory Buoys • ABS type – 9" Dia.
Approved and universally used by local, state and federal agencies to ensure
water safety. Ideal for private applications.

Model B1147R

UNSINKABLE — filled with
urethane foam

Features

• Easy reconditioning of weather-worn buoys with excellent
adhesion of restoration materials. See page 18.
• 9" diameter, white, ABS plastic exterior. Will not rust, chip
or peel. Ultraviolet inhibited.
• Completely urethane foam filled. Virtually unsinkable.
• 3"-wide reflective band at top provides excellent
nighttime visibility.
• Self-righting without tackle.
• Recessed cap allows buoy to stand upright.
• Heavy steel galvanized anchoring eye cast in an internal
concrete ballast.
• Includes choice of standard symbols and messages.

3" silver reflective band
2" orange band

60"

36" exposure
with 5 lbs.
anchor tackle

3" black letters (2 sides)

Orange symbol (2 sides)

2" orange band

Urethane foam

Concrete ballast

Available Options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

⁄2" dia. galvanized rod
1" I. D. steel mooring eye
1

Specify desired symbols and messages
when ordering.
Submerged buoyancy
84 lbs.
Net weight
49 lbs.
Shipping weight
56 lbs.

Refer to installation suggestions on page 21.
See warranty information on back cover.

STANDARD
INLAND
WATERWAY
SYMBOLS
AND MESSAGES
Special messages
are available.
Request a quotation.

Pickup eye built into top.
Stainless steel anchoring eye for salt water applications.
Agency or name identification.
Cone cap top.
Special non-standard messages.
Solar lights (see page 11).
Available in yellow.
Side mooring eyes for swim areas, float lines.

CONTROLLED AREA
SYMBOL

HAZARD WARNING
SYMBOL

RESTRICTED AREA
SYMBOL

12"

14"

14"

2" band width
STANDARD MESSAGES
SLOW 5 MPH
SLOW NO WAKE
SKI AREA
NO SKI
SLOW 10 MPH
SPEED ZONE
NO WAKE IDLE SPEED

11"
2" band width
STANDARD MESSAGES
ROCK
DANGER
RAPIDS
SHOAL
STUMP
SHALLOW AREA
HAZARD AREA
DANGER DAM

INFORMATION
SYMBOL
14"

11"

11"

2" band width

2" band width

STANDARD MESSAGES
SWIM AREA
KEEP OUT
NO BOATS
BOATS KEEP OUT
CLOSED AREA
NO BOATING
DANGER DAM

STANDARD MESSAGES
REST ROOM 1 MILE
STATE PARK AHEAD
MARINA ENTRANCE
FISH ATTRACTOR

Rolyan® Buoys. To Order—Call toll-free in the U.S.: 888-269-2869 • 262-387-8779 • Fax: 866-790-3298
www.RolyanBuoys.com
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PERMAFLEX® CABLE

Lightweight
High strength
Safe to handle
Tough, durable, bright
yellow, waterproof
plastic covering is
highly resistant to
alkalis and salt

Covering
O.D.
5
⁄32"
1
⁄4"
5
⁄16"
15
⁄32"

Part
No.
B1934
B1936
B1931
B1933

Cable
Dia.
1
⁄8"
3
⁄16"
1
⁄4"
3
⁄8"

Construction
➀
7x7
7x7
7x7
7 x 19

Weight
Lb./Ft.
.028
.065
.12
.28

Permaflex Cable – Galvanized steel wire rope coated &
Impregnated with yellow polypropylene plastic.

CHAIN
Size

Size

Proof Coil Heavy Duty

⁄4"

1

Steel Chain

⁄8"

3

Hot Dipped Galv.

⁄2"

1

Breaking
Standard
Reel
Strength Lbs. Reel Size➁ Wt. Lbs.
920
1000'
28
3700
500'
37
6100
500'
60
14400
500'
180

Part
No.

Weight
Lb./Ft.

Working Load
Limit Lbs.

Standard
Drum Size➀

B1829

1.36

2650

200'

B1828

.42

B18210

1300

2.3

400'

4500

100'

NOTES: ➀ Chain may also be purchased by the foot. Subject to cut charge.
ANCHORS

GALVANIZED HARDWARE
Size
CABLE THIMBLES
Standard
Electro
Galvanized

Heavy Duty
Hot Dipped
Galvanized
CABLE CLAMPS
Standard
Electro
Galvanized

Heavy Duty
Hot Dipped
Galvanized

CONNECTING
LINKS
Electro
Galvanized

QUICK LINKS
Electro
Galvanized

ANCHOR
SHACKLES
Hot Dipped
Galvanized
SWIVELS

Hot Dipped
Galvanized

⁄16"

3

⁄4"

1

⁄16"

5

⁄2"

1

⁄4"

1

⁄16"

5

⁄2"

1

⁄16"

3

⁄4"

1

⁄16"

5

⁄2"

1

⁄16"

3

⁄4"

1

⁄16"

5

⁄2"

1

⁄4"

1

⁄8"

3

⁄2"

1

⁄4"

1

⁄8"

3

⁄2"

1

Part
No.

Weight
Lb./Ft.

B2312

.04

B2311

B2313

B2316
B2324

B2321

B2323

.03

.15
.11

.47

B1831

.2

B1835

.5

B1832

B1833
B2331

B2332

.3

.4

.11

.28

B1891

.10

B2335
B1892
B1893
B1801
B1803
B1804

.54
.10
.19
.38

⁄16"
3
⁄8"
1
⁄2"

B1900
B1901
B1902

.25
.30
.75

⁄4"
⁄8"
1
⁄2"

B1921
B1922
B1923

.21
.61
.93

5

1
3

90

54

B21620
⁄2" Round
Steel Eye
Hot Dipped
Galvanized

200

164

B2152
⁄2" Round
17"
Steel Eye
Hot Dipped
10" Galvanized

300

180

24" long
16"
24" long

1

8"

1

.82
.25

1

13"

.16

B2333

B1842
⁄2" Round
Steel Eye
Hot Dipped
Galvanized

16"

.05

.08

UnderAvg. Wt.
water
Lbs.
Wt. Lbs.

ANCHORS
CONCRETE

24 ⁄2" long

ANCHOR KITS

1

(161⁄2" wide)

B2161

101⁄2"

16" Dia.

Tough, high-density
polyethylene anchor
form. Cast up to 300
lb. concrete anchors.
B2163

13"

Plastic anchor form
for 90 lb. concrete
anchors.
B2162

1/2" Steel anchor eye
and steel wire mesh.

Stainless steel hardware available.
Call for pricing.

Rolyan® Buoys. To Order—Call toll-free in the U.S.: 888-269-2869 • 262-387-8779 • Fax: 866-790-3298
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Bold black message on white reflective background with orange border.
.080" aluminum base material. Excellent visibility, day and night.
SLOW NO WAKE

DAM
PART NO.

SIZE (IN.)

PART NO.

30 x 30

B2021

30

B22259

24 x 24

THIN
ICE

DAM

SIZE (IN.)
36 x 36
48 x 48

THIN ICE

SLOW
NO
WAKE

B2031
B2211

24 x 24

B2013

48 x 48

B2213

30 x 30

TAKE
OUT

B2011

36 x 36

B2023
B2033

24
36

B22258
B22260

TAKE OUT
SIZE (IN.)
PART NO.
24 x 24

B2012L

RIGHT ARROW

48 x 48

B2212L

B2212R

30 x 30
36 x 36

B2022L
B2032L

B2012R
B2022R
B2032R

Mooring Suggestions
Connecting
link
B189

Swivel
B192

Thimble
Main cable
Cradle

Use swivels to cut chain wear and increase buoy
performance. Wind, wave, and current action causes buoys to rotate. This rotation, if severe, can cause
chain or cable to twist, which will eventually submerge the buoy, increase chain wear, and increase
the load on the anchor.

Wire rope
clamps B183
(two recom.)

Correct cable clamp assembly. Note from the
sketch that the cradle is tightened against main
cable. This is the correct assembly method to
insure against the clamps, slipping while in service. Be sure to tighten nuts down, alternating from
side to side frequently. Thimbles should be
assembled so they are firmly trapped within the
cable loop.

NOTE - The design and selection of a
mooring system should be determined by
a qualified professional engineer who is
familiar with the specific application and
local conditions. The illustrations shown
are provided for informational purposes
and are not intended to be suggested
designs. The company assumes no
responsibility for any mooring system
based upon these illustrations.

Typical Barrier Float System
Model B1830AO
Floats in series

Model B1428UL
Floats collar can buoy
with external ballast
(See page 4 for description)

Note: The design and selection of a mooring system
should be determined by a qualified professional engineer who is familiar with the specific application and
local conditions. The illustrations shown are provided
for informational purposes and are not intended to be
suggested designs. The company assumes no
responsibility for any mooring system based upon
these illustrations.
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